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Purpose:  Students will demonstrate comprehension, analytical, and composition skills. 

Directions:  Step 1:  Students will read TWO novels.  Students must read Their Eyes Were Watching 
God by Nora Hurston. For the second novel, students may choose to read Sunrise Over Fallujah by 
Walter Dean Myers OR Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer OR A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine 
Hansberry.  Step 2:  After reading TWO novels, students will create a newspaper with four different 
types of articles FOR EACH NOVEL.  The newspaper must contain the following types of articles:  
1. Front page feature article (400 word count) 2. Editorial (250 word count) 3. Comic Strip (100-200 
words) 4. Students may choose the fourth type of article they want to write from the following 
categories:  Business, Culture, Travel, Editorial, Investigation, or Author Biography (250 word count 
minimum).  Total Points Possible = 60 points  (10 points - Feature article, 10 points - Editorial, 10 
points Comic Strip, 10 points - Student Choice Article, 5 points - Overall Quality of Project, 5 points 
- Overall Quality of Writing Components)   
10,9=Exceptional article; 8,7=Article Meets All Expectations; 6,5=Article Meets Most 
Expectations; 4,3=Article Somewhat Meets Expectations; 2,1=Article Barely Meets Expectations; 
0=Not Attempted 

Project Due Date:  August 18th, 2016 (Newspaper Example: See Attached) 

Article Criteria:   
The Feature Article should discuss an important event from the novel. Feature articles contain the 
following:  1.  A great lead (describe a place, tell a story, or set a scene) - Grab the attention of the 
reader.  2.  Description - Provide the reader with many details and key information so they 
understand everything that happened.  3.  Quotes - Use quotes from the character(s) that fit the story 
and help the reader understand what the characters were thinking, saying, or doing.  4.  Background 
information - Provide important background information so the reader knows what happened before 
the event and during the event.  5.  Anecdotes - Provide any important stories that the characters tell 
or that the readers may need to know. 6.  Introduction, Body, and Conclusion - The article should 
follow the basic storyline format.  

The Editorial Article should discuss an opinion on an issue found in the novel.   Editorials contain 
the following:  1. Introduction, body and conclusion - The article should follow the basic storyline 
format.  2. An objective explanation of the issue, especially complex issues 3. Opinions from the 
opposing viewpoint. 4. The opinions of the writer delivered in a professional manner. 
5. Alternative solutions to the problem or issue being criticized. 6. A solid and concise conclusion 
that powerfully summarizes the writer's opinion. 

The Comic Strip should show the basic plot of the novel.  Comic strips contain the following:  1.  A 
story line that shows the exposition of the novel, the rising action, the climax, the falling action, and 
the resolution.  2.  A setting or multiple settings.  3.  Dialogue between the characters.  4. Color.  
Note:  Stick figures are acceptable.   

The Student Choice Article should discuss an important event, character, or controversy found 
in the novel.  Student choice articles should contain 1.  similar information to a feature article (unless 
it is an editorial) and should fit the information to the type of article it is.  2.  At the end of the article, 
there must be a MLA Works Cited entry for the novel. 
Use the following MLA format for the Works Citation:  Author’s Last Name, First Name.  Title of 
the Novel.  City of Publication:  Publishing Company, Copyright Year.  Medium.  Works Cited 
Example: 
Burchfield, Lynette.  The Most Amazing Novel Ever.  Chicago:  Douglas Press, 2015.  Print.   
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